InSpire
Roofing
Products
The High Point of
a Beautiful Home

At InSpire, we want you to look up to your roof and see a
lifetime of stunning beauty. Beyond the necessity of protecting
your home, we strive to provide both timeless elegance and
extreme performance – each without compromise.
No other lifelong roofing provides all the rich, textured charm
and warm color of InSpire Cedar Shake and InSpire Slate. Our
discerning authenticity is crafted with molds of real hand-split
cedar and quarried slate for sophistication that has never been
so worry-free, value-enhancing and sustainable.
At the same time, there’s no worry about weather damage,
fire resistance, rotting and termites, or costly regular
maintenance. InSpire paints a portrait of elegance for your
home while bringing Class A fire resistance, Class 4 impact
resistance, a 110 mph wind uplift rating and the integrity of a
limited lifetime warranty.
For many, roofing is an afterthought. For us, it’s majestic,
artistic and romantic – the high point of a beautiful home.

On the cover, 703 Grey

Shake Tile
InSpire’s innovations allow you to easily embrace cedar shake
style while gaining peace of mind and charm that effortlessly
endures. The elegance of shake has historically come with high
maintenance cost, and high risk of fire and decay. Now, InSpire’s
Cedar Shake roofing system combines highest-level Class A fire
resistance with no maintenance ever required.
Our genuine colors, cedar grain texture and advanced
engineering allow you to capture the gorgeous ambience of
cedar for as long as you own your home. There’s no rotting,
cracking or need for regular cleaning or chemical treatments.
Our proprietary color process delivers delicate shade variations
with unique authenticity and sublime, unified color. We
factory-collate proportions of nuanced color and 10", 7-1/2",
and 5" shake widths, giving you the ideal roof.

751 Cedar Brown

750 Weathered Grey

751 Cedar Brown

752 New Cedar

Slate Tile
Slate roofing has long been prized for its strength and
beauty, following its rise in popularity through America’s
early years. InSpire Roofing’s authentic surfaces and
edges highlight the picturesque character of slate, at the
same time using advanced technology to enhance its
performance. Unlike natural slate, InSpire won’t break or
delaminate. InSpire delivers Old-World elegance to both
expansive and more intimate homes, ranging from Tudor
to Victorian and also to light commercial buildings ranging
from rustic to contemporary.
InSpire composite slate is created with molds cast from
real slate, capturing genuine details like peaks, plateaus and
curves. InSpire’s color-through properties and UV stability
ensure “stay-true” richness of traditional slate colors
such as Emerald Green and Pewter Grey, bold colors like
Terra Cotta, and sophisticated blends such as Grey/Black
blended tiles.
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A Rich Palette

InSpire’s Traditional and Architectural colors
for slate offer a unique array of selections,
encompassing both traditional slate hues and bold
y
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new tones. Our spectrum of 19 colors provides
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nearly three times the choices available from
other makers. InSpire’s versatility allows you to
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blended color for striking dimension or a handmixed variety of tiles to impart multiple colors
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for a completely personalized design.
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Traditional Colors

701 Stone Black

702 Dover Grey

703 Slate Grey

704 Pewter Grey

705 Charcoal Grey

710 Red Clay

715 Forest Green

718 Grey/Black Blend

706 Plum

712 Chestnut Brown

707 Emerald Green

714 Moss Green

Architectural Colors

708 Terra Cotta

709 Brick Red

711 Red Cedar

720 Red/Black Blend

723 Plum/Green Blend

719 Green/Grey Blend

797 Asheville

798 Greencastle

794 Manchester

725 Sand

799 Smoky Grey

724 Wheat

796 Cranbrook
Actual colors may vary from printed representation.

InSpire
Mixes
For some, the roof is a canvas waiting for more than one bold color.
Architectural InSpire Mixes feature
a variety of beautifully balanced
color, protecting your home with
elegant purpose. Tiles are factorymixed using expertly-crafted color
ratios and shipped ready for application, so installations are cleaner and
faster. Turning your roof into a great
work of art is simple; it’s the results
that are astonishingly sophisticated.

799 Smoky Grey

797 Asheville

712 Chestnut Brown

711 Red Cedar

705 Charcoal Grey

703 Slate Grey

703 Slate Grey

707 Emerald Green

705 Charcoal Grey

704 Pewter Grey

701 Stone Black

798 Greencastle

715 Forest Green

714 Moss Green

794 Manchester

707 Emerald Green

706 Plum

702 Dover Grey

799 Smoky Grey

703 Slate Grey

702 Dover Grey

705 Charcoal Grey

796 Cranbrook

714 Moss Green

705 Charcoal Grey

703 Slate Grey

706 Plum

Actual colors may vary from printed representation.

Cool Roofing
Colors

InSpire Slate is available in nine cool roof color choices, including
both rich traditional colors and light modern colors.
InSpire’s cool roofing colors can potentially lower a roof ’s surface
temperature by reflecting sunlight and reradiating heat away from
the roof. This reduces the heat transferred into a structure and
cuts peak cooling demand by up to 15 percent.
InSpire Slate cool roofing provides elegant, timeless character
compared to similarly priced metal cool roofs, thereby meeting
every aesthetic, functional and sustainable need. Cool roofing
can add one or more LEED points to the several potential LEED
credits already available with InSpire Slate. By enhancing the
environment, helping create sustainable projects and giving
homeowners beauty that generates cost savings – cool roofing
is another reason why InSpire surpasses quarried slate with
unprecedented appeal and value.

731 Ash Grey

732 Granite

730 Evergreen

733 Graphite

734 Mountain Plum

738 Red Cedar

737 Sand

735 Terra Cotta

736 Wheat
Actual colors may vary from printed representation.

Accessories

RidgeMaster Plus shown with
InSpire Slate Hip and Ridge Tile.

Ridge Vent Cap

CapMaster®

RidgeMaster® Plus offers a sturdy, no-dent construction
that shrugs off falling tree branches and hammer strikes
while blocking out weather and bugs. Easy, smooth installation with nailing and shingle alignment guides.

Simultaneously
protects and
beautifies, while
helping to eliminate
stack vent leaks.

Hip and Ridge Tiles

Hip and Ridge tiles cover hips and ridges, available preformed for
pitches 4/12-8/12 and 9/12-14/12.

Slate Hip and Ridge Tile

Snow Guards

Snow guards prevent
dangerous snow and ice
slides by holding snow
on the roof allowing it
to melt slowly and fall in
small pieces.

Shake Hip and Ridge Tile

Slate Product Reference Guide

Weights approximate.
Can be installed at 6", 61/2", 7" and 71/2" exposure.
lbs.

InSpire Tiles Class A
maximum exposure 71/2”

Class A Standard: Item #191***
Class A Premium: Item #191***
Class A Blended: Item #191***

piece

piece(s) bundles squares

1.5
38

25

–

–

160

6.4

–

–

pallet

1,000

1,000

40

6.25

–

truck

–

28,000

1,120

175

Class C Standard: Item#192***
Class C Premium: Item #192***
Class C Blended: Item#192***

Lbs. per piece.................................. 1
Lbs. per bundle............................25
Pieces per bundle........................25
Tiles per linear foot....................... 1
Linear feet per bundle...............25

piece

1

–
–

bundle

38

25

square

240

160

pallet

1,000

truck

–

28
pallets

–

–

–

–

6.4

–

–

1,000

40

6.25

–

28,000

1,120

175
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Slate & Shake Accessory Items
Original Snow Guard
100 per box, Item #800041

Item # 291***
Item # 292***
Item # 294***
Item # 295***

1 ½" Stainless Steel Ring Shank Coil Nails
7,200 pcs. per box, Item #810001

Lbs. per piece...............................................................1.5
Lbs. per bundle............................................................38
Pieces per bundle........................................................25
Tiles per linear foot....................................................... 2
Linear feet per bundle........................................... 12.5

Test

piece(s) bundles squares

1.5

Inspire Slate Hip & Ridge
4/12 - 8/12 Pitch
9/12 - 14/12 Pitch
4/12 - 8/12 Pitch
9/12 - 14/12 Pitch

–

240

maximum exposure 71/2"

Class A
Class A
Class C
Class C

–

pallets

–

square

lbs.

Class A Item # 391***
Class C Item # 392***

–

bundle

InSpire Tiles Class C

Inspire Slate Starter

1

1 ½" Stainless Steel Ring Shank Hand Nails
3,475 pcs. Per 25 lb box, Item #810002
Roofing Class A Underlayment
TU35, (2 square coverage roll), Item #810055

Testing Performed

Results for

Fire Rating

In accordance with UL790

Class A* or Class C

Hail Rating

In accordance with UL2218

Class 4

Accelerated Ultra Violet Exposure

In accordance with ASTM G154 Xenon Arc Chamber 9,500+ Tile exhibited virtually no fade and with no trace of
hours
cracking, spalling or deformation.

Wind Driven Rain / Wind Uplift

In accordance with Miami DADE County TAS 100-95

Up to 110 mph. No water infiltration through sheathing. No tiles blew off, tore or blew upward.

Freeze-Thaw Cycle

In accordance with ASTM C666/C666M

No signs of damage or cracking after 300+ cycles.

Water Absorption

In accordance with ASTM C272

No appreciable weight gain.

Water Permeation

In accordance with ASTM E96/E96M

Tile shown to be impermeable.

Florida Building Code Org. FL#7479; ICC ESR-2745; Texas Department of Insurance RC-155
*Contact InSpire Roofing for specific application requirements for UL Class A rated systems.

Shake Product Reference Guide
Spacer tabs
are provided
to maintain a
consistent gap
between shakes.

Alignment tabs aid in
staggered or straight
course installation and
prevent moisture intrusion, eliminating the
need for interlay felt.

Weights approximate.
Can be installed at 9" or 10” exposure.
lbs.

InSpire Shake

maximum exposure 10.25" bundle

Item #599***
*** indicates color number

piece(s) bundles squares

28.64

24

214.8

176

7.32

pallet

1374.72

1080

48

6.55

truck

30,243.84

23760

990

144.26

square

Inspire Shake Starter
Item # 502***
Lbs. per piece.............................1.53
Lbs. per bundle...................... 36.72
Pieces per bundle........................24
Linear feet per bundle...............25

Inspire Shake Hip and Ridge
4/12 - 8/12 Pitch
9/12 - 14/12 Pitch

Item # 500***
Item # 501***

Lbs. per piece........................................1.7
Lbs. per bundle.....................................17
Pieces per bundle.................................10
Linear feet per bundle.................... 8.33

pallets
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The Tapco Group®: Innovation is our Cornerstone

All of our brands at The Tapco Group® are firmly rooted in innovation. Focusing on maintenance-free beauty, easy
installation, sustainability and delivering the most colors and product options, The Tapco Group is committed to
Innovation Born from Original Thinking™. From the basement to the roof, we have your needs covered. We invite
you to learn more about the complete range of premium interior and exterior products offered by The Tapco Group.
www.TheTapcoGroup.com
StoneCraft Industries™

With incredibly authentic texture, StoneCraft manufactured stone veneer delivers all the beauty of stone, without the cost
that comes with quarried stone. Our proprietary manufacturing process ensures a natural look with minimal repeat, and our
sustainable mix of ingredients produces stones that will weather and age just like real stone. StoneCraft brings a uniquely
rugged sophistication, adding value to homes and outstanding charm to commercial buildings. www.StoneCraft.com

InSpire® Roofing Products

InSpire offers the industry’s widest color palette, including the only “color-through blended-color” tiles on the market. The
proprietary manufacturing process ensures authentic texture for both InSpire’s composite slate and composite cedar shakes,
and correct weathering for elegance over the decades. Durability and safety are enhanced with a Class A fire rating and our
InFlex design that delivers a perfect fit and strength that survives 110 mph winds. www.InSpireRoofing.com

The Foundry®

The Foundry Specialty Siding offers the handsome warmth of shake and shingle siding and the inherent charm of stone.
Our proprietary manufacturing process uses more than hundreds of molds cast from real cedar and stone, giving your home
authentic texture with artistic color and premium durability. An ASA cap keeps colors rich for a lifetime. Contractor-friendly
5-foot panels are unique, allowing easy handling, less scrap and faster completion of homes. www.TheFoundry.com

Atlantic Premium Shutters®

When only the best will do, Atlantic Premium Shutters provide the ultimate level of sophistication for homes. Atlantic’s
architecturally-correct shutters are handcrafted to each homeowner’s specifications, adding detail and dimension with
operability or full functionality. The Architectural Collection’s cutting-edge construction lasts a lifetime, while its protective
finish ensures the rich color you select will stay vibrant for years. www.atlanticpremiumshutters.com

Mid-America Siding Components®

Holding more exterior-product patents than anyone else, Mid-America Siding Components help builders and contractors
finish the job, with decorative products that install easily and provide standout curb appeal. Our innovations allow quick and
efficient installation while delivering a finished look. Offered in the industry’s widest color palette, Mid-America products
add versatile style to exteriors ranging from brick to fiber cement to stone veneer. www.midamericacomponents.com

Wellcraft® Egress Systems

For code-compliance and peace of mind, Wellcraft Egress Systems provide critical escape routes while making basements
more livable. The systems’ simple use delivers an emergency exit that even children can operate. Basements are enhanced
by the addition of natural light and fresh air, and innovative well designs even allow homeowners to create a scenic look by
adding flowers and plants directly into well steps. www.wellcraftwells.com

Tapco Integrated Tool Systems®

Serving professional siding applicators since 1961, Tapco Integrated Tool Systems allow for faster bending, safer cutting
and customized exterior touches that distinguish their customers’ homes. Our brakes and full line of accessories offer quick
measuring, efficient slitting and sawing, enhanced job site mobility and the ability to create value-adding decorative designs
and strengthening ribs in fascia, window trims, frieze boards, porch posts and beams. www.TapcoTools.com

IQm™ Trim Boards

An industry revolution, IQm Trim brings expressive, colorful detail to homes without the need to ever pick up a paintbrush.
IQm surpasses traditional PVC, long available only in white, to offer the industry’s widest spectrum of colors. Its cellular
PVC design is color-through and protected by an ASA cap for performance that’s warranted for life. IQm’s patented
AquaFlex™ fin provides a secondary level of protection by funneling water away from a home, reducing moisture damage.
The built-in j-channel hides the cut ends of fiber cement or other panels. www.iqmtrimboards.com

www.InSpireRoofing.com
800-971-4148

www.theTapcoGroup.com
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